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ILLUM 

"Large Department Store on Strøget"

Illum is a large shopping center on Copenhagen's most popular shopping

street, Strøget. ILLUM contains 120 stores, distributed over six floors. Here

you will find almost anything you can think of. ILLUM is built around an

inner yard containing specialty stores. After shopping, enjoy a drink or a

meal at the restaurant on the top floor. From there, you will be looking

over the rooftops of the beautiful center of Copenhagen. Parking is

available in the basement, but most end up walking into ILLUM while

they're strolling along Strøget.

 +45 33 14 4002  www.illum.dk/  servicecenter@illum.dk  Østergade 52, Copenhagen
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Birger Christensen 

"Fur Creations"

Tracing its roots to the early 20th Century, Birger Christensen is one of

the country's oldest fashion brands. The brand is synonymous with

exceptional fur creations from luxurious coats and jackets to hats and

other accessories. The expansive bi-level boutique also offers some of the

world's best designer labels from Prada and Givenchy to Tom Ford and

Lanvin. Within the boutique, you'll also find smaller sections of Hermes

and Lanvin catering exclusively to the brands. Check website for more.

 +45 3311 5555  www.birger-

christensen.com/

 shop@birger-

christensen.com

 Østergade 38, Copenhagen
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Field's Shopping Center 

"Family Shopping"

The largest shopping center in Denmark, Field's assists in a wholesome,

fun-filled shopping experience. To regale you with energy as you shop,

the center has 18 restaurants and cafes. A host of activities for all include

spas for the ladies to visit in between the boutiques and jewelery stores,

golfing for the men and fun activity rooms for children. For a delightful

family experience while in Copenhagen, visit Field's.

 +45 7020 8505  fields.steenstrom.dk/  info@fields.dk  Arne Jacobsens Allé 12,

Copenhagen
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Waterfront Shopping 

"Unique Shopping"

The magnificent facade of the Waterfront Shopping Center with its

interplay of beautiful architecture and lighting draws shoppers in for a

shopping trip in a gorgeous location. The center contains several cafés,

boutiques and shops that offer trendy clothing and items for your home.

The waterfront makes for a unique shopping experience. For further

information, check their website.

 +45 3930 2302  waterfront-  info@waterfront-  Tuborg Havnevej 4-8,
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